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none
Google Suite
N/A
R software (statistics software)
n/a
not sure of CET actual resources as of today
Camtasia for Mac and Camtasia for Mac training
Brackets or BBEdit
AR; VR
None
I’m not familiar with all the technology/software in the CET yet.
maybe eviews statistics software
JDA
3d tech
Tech that would lower the sign-in wait time to the network ...
Cintique and lessons
VR, Unity
Large format printing

N/A
Camtasia for Mac
n/a
https://corp.kaltura.com/
high resolution color scanners
video editing capabilities
Survey monkey
turnitin
Not sure what’s already there- I only use what I need at the time
More uses connecting iPhone to Blackboard.
Color photo copiers
Unity Software
Computers
Not sure what to list
None
not sure
n/a
Rhinoceros 3D, 3DCoat, Corel Painter, Zbrush

Lumion,,, I believe you had it on one, but it wouldn’t run at the time I tried 2 years ago
SAS, STATA
easy-to-do subtitles
Rhino with VRay, Grasshopper
None
Video edit and video creation booth. You seem to have all the basic applications.
Simple stuff for simple professors
No comment

Teaching with Tech, First Day of Class.
Blackboard sessions, flipping the classroom
One-on-one sessions with Elaine for teaching suggestions and ideas and Jeff for using Blackboard and
teaching tips; Your first day of class; All of the Summer Institute;
N/A
N/A
First day of class
Student Round Table was very informative and Beyond Bamboo Canvas was an excellent event.
I do recall the exact title of it.
Flipping the Classroom - best topic ever!
Blackboard training, Reflective Teaching Portfolio
Haven’t attended yet
Student-Faculty Corporation
Teaching portfolio
As a new faculty, the CET was very helpful in helping me understand blackboard.
Reflective Teaching Portfolio / Teaching with Technology
when I was an adjunct I attended the summer adjunct institute.
Master teacher series
Black board
The summer intro session
All! They are great!
Events about more engaging OL class experience
Blackboard training

FDG
many
Fulbright and Faculty Round Tables
Reflective teaching portfolio
Voicethread workshop
All
It’s Your First Day, Reverse Design, Pathways to Innovation and many others
Teaching with Technology (TwT) certificate, Flipping the Classroom
All
technology seminar
I got recommended a great book the first day I went to CET!
Blackboard training, the new digital syllabus, speaking with Jeffrey, everything I have attended has
changed what I do to some extent.
Training and updates to Blackboard
Reflective Teaching Portfolio
Blackboard
VR Day
Flipping the Classroom
None worthless
Consultation
None
many of the seminar.workshops that allowed interaction with colleagues.
summer adjunct institutes and teaching with technology

A long time ago there was a session on active learning and that helped create new practice worksheets
for my design class that kept my lectures shorter and more interactive.
Meeting with Elaine :)
Adjunct summer institute
Many of the tech ones - learning from consultations with Jeffrey
Blackboard
blackboard
blackboard training
Pathways to Innovation
REFLECTIVE TEACHING PORTFOLIO
ESL seminar
Haven’t attended any as yet.
I attended 2 Blackboard sessions geared toward online teaching--it was great!
Reflective Teaching Portfolio, Blackboard, used of diverse technological platforms
blackboard grading
Blackboard
Teaching with Technology
Integrating Social Media Into Teaching
don’t know
I can’t recall but all I attend help and are useful!
Cintiques and projectors

Good tips were provided
I feel better equipped to manage various scenarios that occur in the course of a semester.
N/A
N/A
Prepared me for the new semester
Student Round Table revealed what students use as communication tools and how they perceive
education different from the teachers. Beyond Bamboo Canvas showed interesting 3D research tools
available through Smithsonian and how international students need specific educational supports.
I have learned from various events, and have tried to apply some of the techniques presented or
suggested at the events.
I now flip all my classes within the first two or three semesters of teaching them and everyone -- me and
my students -- like it so much better.
Awareness trainings put faculty in closer communication links with students.
n/a
Student voices were heard and reflected.
Blackboard. Jeffrey
I keep a portfolio for each of my courses. The portfolios are useful as I attempt to improve my teaching.
The use of Blackboard has helped me in organizing my class.
Forcing me to reflect on what works well & what could work better was very useful.
“it has been a while now but frankly I felt this was the best adjunct teacher orientation I had ever received
at FIT until then. “
Focused more on a flipped classroom

Helpful
Prepared me for the varying expectations of my students ....
Better in classroom! My evaluations oover the top!
Inspired more humorous/fun content
I understand how Blackboard can augment the learning experience and make some ‘backend business’
easier to track (like attendance and grading).
By funding conference travel to incorporate new information in my lectures.
Introduces me to new technology that enhances my teaching.
Great information from other departments and practices.
More critical reflections
An education is something one never completes.
I began teaching online and Voicethread was an essential tool. I may not have been as likely to adopt it
or to use it so exclusively with this workshop, and my online students continuously give me feedback that
the Voicethread lectures are the most helpful part of the course.
Greater awareness of student learning
Each event has given me new viewpoint and/or new approach, new tools to improve my teaching skills.
I am in the longer-term process of flipping all my courses and most of my students really like it. I attended
the TwT program a couple of weeks ago and it was fabulous! So this semester, I am using the FIT
syllabus (now that I know how to use it), I’m incorporating the library guides into my instruction (rather
than just telling my students they exist), and I’m raising my awareness about FITable requirements as I
create and post materials in Blackboard.
Positive reinforcement
I learned about resources I was not using

mentioned in 11
Allows me to utilize Blackboard more effectively.
more mindful of teaching each semester!
Better structure
I try to incorporate a primer to the technology in our classes
Gave me tips on how to make the class more interactive
Worthless IT people incompetent
Made improvements and gained awareness how to engage student centered learning
I am now experimenting with a flipped course.
I use more tech in my teaching
She was most helpful.
Learning from experienced teachers and adminstrators
CET has been the best thing the school has to offer to learn how to practically teach!
more online
Better able to use Bb, better able to teach on line
Gave the heads up on what others were doing and how they were incorporating it in their curriculum
Encouraged me to reflect each semester prior to starting class
Increased awareness of student population
It has helped me gain a better understanding of Blackboard and how I can use it in the classroom and
online.

I have incorporated technology into my teaching, which has significantly affect the nature of my courses.
Less challenges from students, although one did challenge the computer
Made it easier andbettergorstudent learning
Introduced me to VoiceThread, which I have used often for presenting material and to grade student
projects.
Able to learn how to use different kinds of social media and using videos to enhance presentations to
engage students
provided good perspectives and techniques. brought to light things for me, as a new instructor, to
consider.
more efficient

Comments
I think the CET is extremely helpful and useful to adjuncts who really need an institutional support. I have
always appreciated the Summer Institute because it gives me a chance to learn more tools to be a better
teacher. It’s always good to meet other colleagues. Thank you.
N/A
Sometimes, it gets too loud in the CET for me to do work. I know it’s not a library, but it’s also not a bar. I
don’t particularly wish to hear the latest in people’s political positions while I’m trying to concentrate and
get some things done for an upcoming class.
Would love some additional help with a new class and new updates like Pearson Management Lab
I hope CET continue its excellent tutoring and organizing events for teachers.
Whenever I have used CET services, they have always been extremely valuable for the problem that
needed a solution.
Love the CET!
The CET is a most valuable resource and is staffed with consummate professionals who are sensitive to
the needs of faculty.
Only starting going this semester. Plan to go more often.
I appreciate their service and programming. However, CET should collaborate more with other related
departments such as Sustainability Council, Diversity Council, etc to reduce overcrowding.
The staff at the CET are excellent and are a valuable FIT resource for faculty.
The CET is a great and welcoming place, they have helped me with technology issues. They are friendly
and professional.
THANK YOU to ELAINE, CELIA, & JEFF! Your help is terrific. It really does make a difference.
none
I feel like one of my students; I’m asking about something I should know about. What is the CET adjunct
portal?
The advice to survey students half way through the course, on our own,was very helpful , Jeff mentioned
this as a way to navigate student expectations ...
I really appreciate all the time and expertise Jeffrey has offered to help me create an engaging OL class
experience.

Wonderful resource, very friendly and helpful support
I feel the CET and the people that work there are an amazing recourses!
Have not used CET resources yet as I just started at FIT but looking forward to it.
N/A
So glad to have this valued resource area and exemplary staff available to teachers.
It would be really helpful if various teaching with latest tech (not just familiar tech) events were held via
webinars instead of on-ground, since many of us cannot attend on-ground events due to scheduling
conflicts. I would be signing up for many more if they were taught via webinars.
Great resources
Elaine, Celia and Jeffrey are knowledgeable, eager and able to share their knowledge with us. Thank you
I love the CET and all the programming you do!
Elaine and team are amazing
Maybe “Not Yet” should be a multiple choice option for this survey
If you’re ever looking for a workshop on how to integrate social media into your classes, please let me
know. I teach “Social Media Applications.” - Emily Miethner, emieth1@gmail.com
CET is a super great resource and am very grateful it is at FIT!
Jeffrey Riman is always very helpful and wise.
I attended two seminars in the fall. Both were great. I also visit when I have problems with Blackboard
and always get first class help
thanks for asking... your help with seminars and workshops is greatly appreciated
The staff is extremely helpful, knowledgeable and courteous. I cannot stress enough how wonderful they
have been to me and the faculty who use the Center
IT people rude arrogant and dismissive of real issues
Elaine, Celia, and Jeffrey are all SO helpful -- thank you!!!!!
I think the CET is a wonderful resource... I use it often. Although I have not attend a lot of seminars, I
have worked closely with both Jeffery and Margret and they have helped me immensely

The administrative staff is always warm, welcoming and knowledgeable. They provide a lovely, embracing
atmosphere.
You guys rock :)
You might consider crafting a survey question or two directed towards non-classroom faculty; thank you
for all you do!
CET is an amazingly effective resource and i couldn’t work without it!
Thank you all for all the impressive work you do!
a great facility and staff! thanks
The CET is great. I just wish more time slots were offered on Tues-Wed-Thurs rather than Fridays
Continue to support innovation and faculty development. Bring back the Technology Conference
CET is an excellent service to all lecturers, professors and others interested in improving education
overall
Will love to addend you sponsored events, training etc, but they all seem to occur during the day when
I’m at my day job. Is it possible that some of these events can be offered during the afternoon, for
example 4, 5, or 6 pm?
“this is my second semester (Spring 2019) of teaching @FIT. I have used CET several times and enlisted
the help of Margaret Bishop who is terrific.
Scheduling issues have prevented me from using CET more often.
A wonderful service. I plan to use more in the future.
Jon Tracosas”
I find the the center essential to my understanding of certain processes such as Blackboard and the help
I receive is so useful in preparing for the semester and week to week for my courses. Thank you!

